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OBJECTIVES: To compare the brands Fill-Up and Sonic fill and the efficacy of the peripheral 
seal alone, as well as to the skill levels of novice and experienced practitioners.  

 

METHODS: 40 extracted molars had a proximal box prepared with dimensions 
4mmx5mmx3mm (CG height x BL width x AD). Teeth were secured in model mouths with 
plastic dentition to create a proximal to restore the class two boxes. Two practitioners restored 
20 of the boxes each using 2 different brands of bulk fill composite with each provider restoring 
10 boxes with each material with a technique recommended outside of manufacturers 
instructions. A compound microscope with external light was used to project light through the 
restoration and capture images of the proximal surface at 10x magnification to identify any 
marginal gaps. The pictures were then analyzed to determine any marginal gaping and the 
length of the gaps were measured against the overall length of the outer perimeter of the 
proximal surface of the restoration to acquire a percentage of open proximal margin for each 
restoration. That data was then compared to each practitioner for the below results.  

 

RESULTS: The novel user of both bulk fill composites demonstrated to have more specimens 
with detectable areas of open margins compared to the experienced user.  

 

CONCLUSIONS: Based on the above evidence, we conclude that while both bulk fill 
composites sealed the enamel margin without significant shrinking, the level of practitioners 
experience with this product made a difference in the efficacy of placing the composites.  

 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1. To determine if the experience level of practitioners effect the efficacy of bulk fill 
composite placement of these two brands.  

2.  Efficacy of newly introduced technique aside from manufacture instructions.  

 


